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Why has inequality increased in the Western world - and what can we do about it? In The Great Divide, Joseph E. Stiglitz
expands on the diagnosis he offered in his best-selling book The Price of Inequality and suggests ways to counter this
growing problem. With his characteristic blend of clarity and passion, Stiglitz argues that inequality is a choice - the
cumulative result of unjust policies and misguided priorities. In these essays, articles and reflections, Stiglitz fully exposes
the inequality - from its dimensions and its causes to its consequences for the world - that is afflicting America and other
Western countries in thrall to neoliberalism. From Reagan-era policies to the Great Recession and its long aftermath,
Stiglitz delves into the processes and irresponsible policies - deregulation, tax cuts for the rich, the corruption of the
political process - that are leaving many people further and further behind and turning the dream of a socially mobile
society into an ever more unachievable myth. With formidable yet accessible economic insight, he urges us to embrace real
solutions: increasing taxes on corporations and the wealthy; investing in education, science, and infrastructure; helping
homeowners instead of banks; and, most importantly, doing more to restore the economy to full employment. Stiglitz's
analysis reaches beyond America - the inequality leader of the developed world - to draw lessons from Scandinavia,
Singapore, and Japan, and he argues against the tide of unnecessary, destructive austerity that is sweeping across Europe.
Ultimately, Stiglitz believes our choice is not between growth and fairness; with the right policies, we can choose both.
In this valuable resource, more than thirty of the world's top economists offer innovative policy ideas and insightful
commentary on our most pressing economic issues, such as global warming, the global economy, government spending,
Social Security, tax reform, real estate, and political and social policy, including an extensive look at the economics of
capital punishment, welfare reform, and the recent presidential elections. Contributors are Nobel Prize winners, former
presidential advisers, well-respected columnists, academics, and practitioners from across the political spectrum. Joseph E.
Stiglitz takes a hard look at the high cost of the Iraq War; Nobel Laureates Kenneth Arrow, Thomas Schelling, and Stiglitz
provide insight and advice on global warming; Paul Krugman demystifies Social Security; Bradford DeLong presents
divergent views on the coming dollar crisis; Diana Farrell reconsiders the impact of U.S. offshoring; Michael J. Boskin
distinguishes what is "sense" and what is "nonsense" in discussions of federal deficits and debt; and Ronald I. McKinnon
points out the consequences of the deindustrialization of America. Additional essays question whether welfare reform was
successful and explore the economic consequences of global warming and the rebuilding of New Orleans. They describe
how a simple switch in auto insurance policy could benefit the environment; unravel the dangers of an unchecked housing
bubble; and investigate the mishandling of the lending institutions Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. Balancing empirical data
with economic theory, The Economists' Voice proves that the unique perspective of the economist is a vital one for
understanding today's world. To learn more about the electronic journals published by The Berkeley Electronic Press,
please visit http://www.bepress.com/ev.
The most influential and controversial speeches of Joseph Stiglitz are gathered together for the first time in this volume,
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with an enlightening commentary by Ha-Joon Chang.
“This book is a daring intervention to get us back in the game—and a witty, delightfully personal meditation on collective
power.” —Naomi Klein, author of No Is Not Enough and This Changes Everything Ever since the 2016 election, pundits
have been saying our country has never been more divided—that if progressives want to reclaim power, we need to be
“pragmatic,” reach across the aisle, and look past identity politics. But what if we’re getting the story all wrong? In The
Marginalized Majority, Onnesha Roychoudhuri makes the galvanizing case that our voices are already the majority—and
that our plurality of identities is not only our greatest strength, but is also at the indisputable core of successful
progressive change throughout history. From the Civil Rights Movement to the Women’s March, Saturday Night Live to the
mainstream media, Roychoudhuri holds the myths about our disenfranchisement up to the light, illuminating narratives
from history that reveal we have far more power than we’re often led to believe. With both clear-eyed hope and electrifying
power, she examines our ideas about what’s possible, and what’s necessary—opening up space for action, new realities,
and, ultimately, survival. Now, Roychoudhuri urges us, is the time to fight like the majority we already are.
A New Approach for the Age of Globalization
The Quality of Growth in Africa
Law and Economics with Chinese Characteristics
The Inequality Reader
Multipolar Globalization
People, Power, and Profits
Justice Globalism
An International Bestseller "Accessible, provocative, and highly readable." —Alan Cowell, New York Times In this crucial expansion and
update of his landmark bestseller, renowned economist and Nobel Prize winner Joseph E. Stiglitz addresses globalization’s new
discontents in the United States and Europe. Immediately upon publication, Globalization and Its Discontents became a touchstone in
the globalization debate by demonstrating how the International Monetary Fund, other major institutions like the World Bank, and
global trade agreements have often harmed the developing nations they are supposedly helping. Yet globalization today continues to be
mismanaged, and now the harms—exemplified by the rampant inequality to which it has contributed—have come home to roost in the
United States and the rest of the developed world as well, reflected in growing political unrest. With a new introduction, major new
chapters on the new discontents, the rise of Donald Trump, and the new protectionist movement, as well as a new afterword on the
course of globalization since the book first appeared, Stiglitz’s powerful and prescient messages remain essential reading.
Globalization is dead. Nation states are resurgent, international trade has enriched the few rather than the promised many, and
democratic values are on the retreat. The shining-eyed optimism of more open, more equal societies has given way to demagoguery and
nationalism. As the problems of immigration, extremism and the economy cause the world's nations to rethink their relationships, John
Ralston Saul's brilliantly insightful The Collapse of Globalism lights the way to where we go from here.
In recent years, concerns about the outcomes and nature of economic growth have given way to a new emphasis on its quality. This
volume brings together prominent international contributors to consider a range of interrelated questions concerning the quality of
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growth in Africa, with a primary focus on sub-Saharan countries. Contributors discuss the measurement of growth, the transformations
necessary to sustain it, and issues around equity and well-being. They consider topics such as the distribution of income gains from
growth; the extent to which economic growth has resulted in improvements in employment, poverty, and security; structural
transformations of the economy and diversification of the sources of growth; environmental sustainability; and management of
urbanization. Offering both diagnoses and prescriptions, The Quality of Growth in Africa helps envision a future that goes beyond
increasing GDP to ensuring that growth translates into advancements in well-being. Although the book focuses on sub-Saharan Africa,
much of the contributors’ incisive analysis has implications for countries outside the region.
"A damning denunciation of things as they are, and a platform for how we can do better."—Andrew Leonard, Salon Building on the
international bestseller Globalization and Its Discontents, Joseph E. Stiglitz offers here an agenda of inventive solutions to our most
pressing economic, social, and environmental challenges, with each proposal guided by the fundamental insight that economic
globalization continues to outpace both the political structures and the moral sensitivity required to ensure a just and sustainable world.
As economic interdependence continues to gather the peoples of the world into a single community, it brings with it the need to think
and act globally. This trenchant, intellectually powerful, and inspiring book is an invaluable step in that process.
Case Book
The Quest for Security
Claiming Our Power in a Post-Truth America
Globalization in the 21st Century
Why We're Paying the Price for the Greediest Decade in History
A World Connected
Joseph E. Stiglitz, Globalization, and the Death of 'Free Enterprise'

China's economic development offers a backdrop for developing alternative viewpoints on these issues.
Nobel Laureate Joseph Stiglitz explains why we are experiencing such destructively high levels of inequality and why this is not inevitable The top 1 percent have the best houses, the best educations, the best doctors, and
the best lifestyles, but there is one thing that money doesn't seem to have bought: an understanding that their
fate is bound up with how the other 99 percent live. Throughout history, this is something that the top 1 percent
eventually do learn - too late. In this timely book, Joseph Stiglitz identifies three major causes of our
predicament: that markets don't work the way they are supposed to (being neither efficient nor stable); how
political systems fail to correct the shortcomings of the market; and how our current economic and political
systems are fundamentally unfair. He focuses chiefly on the gross inequality to which these systems give rise,
but also explains how inextricably interlinked they are. Providing evidence that investment - not austerity - is
vital for productivity, and offering realistic solutions for levelling the playing field and increasing social mobility,
Stiglitz argues that reform of our economic and political systems is not just fairer, but is the only way to make
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markets work as they really should. Joseph Stiglitz was Chief Economist at the World Bank until January 2000.
He is currently University Professor of the Columbia Business School and Chair of the Management Board and
Director of Graduate Summer Programs, Brooks World Poverty Institute, University of Manchester. He won the
Nobel Prize for Economics in 2001 and is the best-selling author of Globalization and Its Discontents, The
Roaring Nineties, Making Globalization Work and Freefall, all published by Penguin.
Out of the crisis of our times, Joseph Stiglitz's Freefall: Free Markets and the Sinking of the Global Economy is a
convincing, coherent and humane account that goes to the heart of how we run our societies. When the world
economy went into freefall, so too did our unquestioning faith in markets. But what happens now? Are bailouts
and stern lectures enough, or do we need a rethink of our entire financial system? This acclaimed and inspiring
book, by one of the world's leading economic thinkers, dissects the flawed ideas that led to the credit crunch, but
also looks to the future. Drawing on his years spent shaping policy at the World Bank, Nobel Laureate Joseph
Stiglitz shows why far more radical reforms are needed to avoid future crises, why the cost of recovery should be
borne by the financial sector, and how we now have the opportunity to create a new global economic order.
'Bang on the money ... unafraid to ask tough questions ... we need more of his ilk' Will Hutton, Observer 'A
brilliant analysis ... always enthralling' Martin Jacomb, Spectator Business 'A powerful new book' Devin Leonard,
The New York Times 'A seer of almost Keynesian proportions ... this is Joe Stiglitz's victory lap' Michael Hirsh,
Newsweek Joseph Stiglitz was Chief Economist at the World Bank until January 2000. He is currently University
Professor of the Columbia Business School and Chair of the Management Board and Director of Graduate
Summer Programs, Brooks World Poverty Institute, University of Manchester. He won the Nobel Prize for
Economics in 2001 and is the author of the best-selling Globalization and Its Discontents, Making Globalization
Work, The Roaring Nineties and The Price of Inequality, all published by Penguin.
The events in Seattle and other cities around the world demonstrate that globalisation and trade liberalisation
are currently under severe pressure. There are also reasons to believe that these pressures are being translated
into measures to increase the protection of domestic markets. This book addresses what are arguably the four
most important origins of these pressures: macroeconomic conditions, labour policy, trade and the environment,
and market imperfections. The authors first address the role of macroeconomic conditions and policies, and
demonstrate how these can have a crucial role in explaining 'slippages' of trade policy. The second origin of
instability is labour policy, in particular the pressures to introduce universal labour standards. The third
economic origin the book considers is the relationship between trade and the environment and the attempts to
link trade policies to environmental standards. The fourth origin of protectionist pressure comes from the
presence of various market imperfections and the extent to which they affect competition. The authors conclude
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that multilateral agreements can be extremely helpful in creating the right environment for equitable trade
policies, but warn that complete success can only be achieved once major hurdles are overcome in the highly
controversial and politically sensitive areas of labour, environment and competition.
A Brief History of the Twenty-first Century
Measuring What Counts
Free Markets and the Sinking of the Global Economy
Taming Capital Flows
Making Globalization Work
The Collapse of Globalism
How Disadvantaged Nations Can Harness Their Financial Systems to Get Rich
This is a book about the politics of the global economy — about how firms prosper by understanding
those politics, or fail by misunderstanding them. Understanding the politics of globalization may once
have been a luxury; it is now, for most high-level managers, simply a necessity. The book contains
cases which can be used by instructors and students to build a framework of analysis that enables
them to understand the challenges of international trade and investment and master the
opportunities they represent. This framework is based on a systematic evaluation of the informal and
formal rules that define markets for goods, services, and capital. These insightful cases allow for
evaluation of: the political and economic origins of our current era of globalization and how the rules
that constrain and enable firms are changing; the impact of governments' policies and which tools are
available for predicting, avoiding, or even employing the long arm of the government; and the
influence of informal and formal institutions on opportunities for success in international finance and
trade.
An exhilarating journey through the subcultures, occupied squats, and late-night scenes in the
anarchic first few years of Berlin after the fall of the wall Berlin Calling is a gripping account of the
1989 "peaceful revolution" in East Germany that upended communism and the tumultuous years of
artistic ferment, political improvisation, and pirate utopias that followed. It’s the story of a newly
undivided Berlin when protest and punk rock, bohemia and direct democracy, techno and free theater
were the order of the day. In a story stocked with fascinating characters from Berlin’s highly
politicized undergrounds—including playwright Heiner Müller, cult figure Blixa Bargeld of the
industrial band Einstürzende Neubauten, the internationally known French Wall artist Thierry Noir,
the American multimedia artist Danielle de Picciotto (founder of Love Parade), and David Bowie
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during his Ziggy Stardust incarnation—Hockenos argues that the DIY energy and raw urban vibe of
the early 1990s shaped the new Berlin and still pulses through the city today. Just as Mike Davis
captured Los Angeles in his City of Quartz, Berlin Calling is a unique account of how Berlin became
hip, and of why it continues to attract creative types from the world over.
Are political activists connected to the global justice movement simplistically opposed to neoliberal
globalization? Is their political vision 'incoherent' and their policy proposals 'naïve' and 'superficial'
as is often claimed by the mainstream media? Drawing on dozens of interviews and rich textual
analyses involving nearly fifty global justice organizations linked to the World Social Forum, the
authors of this pioneering study challenge this prevailing view. They present a compelling case that
the global justice movement has actually fashioned a new political ideology with global reach: 'justice
globalism'. Far from being incoherent, justice globalism possesses a rich and nuanced set of core
concepts and powerful ideological claims. The book investigates how justice globalists respond to
global financial crises, to escalating climate change, and to the global food crisis. It finds justice
globalism generating new political agendas and campaigns to address these pressing problems.
Justice globalism, the book concludes, has much to contribute to solving the serious global challenges
of the 21st century. Justice Globalism will prove a stimulating read for undergraduate and graduate
students in the social sciences and humanities who are taking courses on globalization, global studies
and global justice.
It can be hard for busy professionals to find the time to read the latest books. Stay up to date in a
fraction of the time with this concise guide. Globalization and Its Discontents by Joseph Stiglitz offers
an insider’s view of the role played by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank in the
economic crises of the 1990s. Stiglitz argues that the so-called Washington Consensus, a set of
economic principles typically applied to nations facing crisis, were imposed on numerous developing
countries with little regard for local conditions. Contrary to the expectations of most policymakers,
this approach actually exacerbated crises, meaning that globalization ended up hurting the nations it
was supposed to help. In the book, Stiglitz lays out a set of recommendations to harness the immense
potential of globalization so that it can benefit everyone, not just a small coterie of financial elites.
This book review and analysis is perfect for: • Students of economics and international development •
Anyone who wants to understand the inner workings of the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank • Anyone with an interest in the true causes of recent global economic crises About
50MINUTES.COM | BOOK REVIEW The Book Review series from the 50Minutes collection is aimed at
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anyone who is looking to learn from experts in their field without spending hours reading endless
pages of information. Our reviews present a concise summary of the main points of each book, as well
as providing context, different perspectives and concrete examples to illustrate the key concepts.
The Marginalized Majority
Globalisation Under Threat
Fair Trade for All: How Trade Can Promote Development
Rewriting the Rules of the American Economy: An Agenda for Growth and Shared Prosperity
The Global Movement for Well-Being
Freefall
The Rules of Globalization
Oriented toward the introductory student, The Inequality Reader is the essential textbook for
today's undergraduate courses. The editors, David B. Grusky and Szonja Szelenyi, have assembled
the most important classic and contemporary readings about how poverty and inequality are
generated and how they might be reduced. With thirty new readings, the second edition provides
new materials on anti-poverty policies as well as new qualitative readings that make the
scholarship more alive, more accessible, and more relevant. Now more than ever, The Inequality
Reader is the one-stop compendium of all the must-read pieces, simply the best available
introduction to the stratifi cation canon.
Winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics and author of the New York Times bestselling book
Globalization and Its Discontents, Joseph E. Stiglitz here joins with fellow economist Andrew
Charlton to offer a challenging and controversial argument about how globalization can actually
help Third World countries to develop and prosper. In Fair Trade For All, Stiglitz and Charlton
address one of the key issues facing world leaders today--how can the poorer countries of the
world be helped to help themselves through freer, fairer trade? To answer this question, the
authors put forward a radical and realistic new model for managing trading relationships
between the richest and the poorest countries. Their approach is designed to open up markets in
the interests of all nations and not just the most powerful economies, to ensure that trade
promotes development, and to minimize the costs of adjustments. The book illuminates the
reforms and principles upon which a successful settlement must be based. Vividly written,
highly topical, and packed with insightful analyses, Fair Trade For All offers a radical new
solution to the problems of world trade. It is a must read for anyone interested in
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globalization and development in the Third World.
'Entertaining and gripping . . . For those at the helm, the philanthropic plutocrats and
aspiring "change agents" who believe they are helping but are actually making things worse,
it's time for a reckoning with their role in this spiraling dilemma' Joseph Stiglitz, New York
Times Book Review 'In Anand's thought-provoking book his fresh perspective on solving complex
societal problems is admirable. I appreciate his commitment and dedication to spreading social
justice' Bill Gates An insider's trenchant investigation of how the global elite's efforts to
"change the world" preserve the status quo and obscure their culpability Former New York Times
columnist Anand Giridharadas takes us into the inner sanctums of a new gilded age, where the
rich and powerful fight for equality and justice any way they can - except ways that threaten
the social order and their position atop it. We see how they rebrand themselves as saviours of
the poor; how they lavishly reward "thought leaders" who redefine "change" in winner-friendly
ways; and how they constantly seek to do more good, but never less harm. But why should our
gravest problems be solved by the unelected upper crust instead of the public institutions it
erodes by lobbying and dodging taxes? Rather than rely on scraps from the winners, Giridharadas
argues that we must take on the gruelling democratic work of building more robust, egalitarian
institutions. Trenchant and revelatory, Winners Take All is a call to action for elites and
citizens alike.
From the author of Globalization and its Discontents, Joseph Stiglitz's The Roaring Nineties:
Why We're Paying the Price for the Greediest Decade in History blows the whistle on the
devastation wrought by the free market mania of the nineties. This is the explosive story of
how capitalism US-style got its comeuppance: how excessive deregulation, government pandering
to big business and exorbitant CEO salaries all fed the bubble that burst so dramatically amid
corporate scandal and anti-globalization protest. As chief economic advisor to the president at
the time, Stiglitz exposes the inside of what went wrong, but also reveals how Bush's
administration is now making things worse - much worse - for the economy, the US and the rest
of the world. Stiglitz takes us one step further, showing how a more balanced approach to the
market and government can lead not only to a better economy, but a better society. 'A searing
critique of Dubyanomics ... the nobel laureate who took on the IMF is now turning his guns on
the American president. Stiglitz knows when to pick a fight' Observer 'One of the most
important economic and political thinkers of our time' Independent on Sunday 'Stiglitz has
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become a hero to the anti-globalization movement' Economist 'An iconic figure ... Stiglitz's
book will encourage those who wish to halt the partial Americanization that has already taken
place in Europe' Daily Telegraph Joseph Stiglitz was Chief Economist at the World Bank until
January 2000. He is currently University Professor of the Columbia Business School and Chair of
the Management Board and Director of Graduate Summer Programs, Brooks World Poverty Institute,
University of Manchester. He won the Nobel Prize for Economics in 2001 and is the author of the
best-selling Globalization and Its Discontents, Making Globalization Work, Freefall and The
Price of Inequality, all published by Penguin.
Fifty Key Thinkers on Globalization
With a New Afterword
Berlin Calling
The Ages of Globalization
The Rebel Within
The Price of Inequality
Emerging Economies and Development

This book provides a distinctive multi-disciplinary contribution to debates about global justice and global ethics addresses
issues including human rights, the environment, health, labour, peace-building and political participation, and sexuality.
Fifty Key Thinkers on Globalization is an outstanding guide to often-encountered thinkers whose ideas have shaped,
defined and influenced this new and rapidly growing field. The authors clearly and lucidly survey the life, work and impact
of fifty of the most important theorists of globalization including: Manuel Castells Joseph Stiglitz David Held Jan Aart
Scholte Each thinkerʼs contribution to the field is evaluated and assessed, and each entry includes a helpful guide to
further reading. Fully cross-referenced throughout, this remarkable reference guide is essential reading for students of
politics and international relations, economics, sociology, history, anthropology and literary studies.
A definition and discussion of the pros and cons of globalization.
Todayʼs most urgent problems are fundamentally global. They require nothing less than concerted, planetwide action if
we are to secure a long-term future. But humanityʼs story has always been on a global scale. In this book, Jeffrey D.
Sachs, renowned economist and expert on sustainable development, turns to world history to shed light on how we can
meet the challenges and opportunities of the twenty-first century. Sachs takes readers through a series of seven distinct
waves of technological and institutional change, starting with the original settling of the planet by early modern humans
through long-distance migration and ending with reflections on todayʼs globalization. Along the way, he considers how the
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interplay of geography, technology, and institutions influenced the Neolithic revolution; the role of the horse in the
emergence of empires; the spread of large land-based empires in the classical age; the rise of global empires after the
opening of sea routes from Europe to Asia and the Americas; and the industrial age. The dynamics of these past waves,
Sachs demonstrates, offer fresh perspective on the ongoing processes taking place in our own time̶a globalization
based on digital technologies. Sachs emphasizes the need for new methods of international governance and cooperation
to prevent conflicts and to achieve economic, social, and environmental objectives aligned with sustainable development.
The Ages of Globalization is a vital book for all readers aiming to make sense of our rapidly changing world.
Economics in a Changed Universe
Geography, Technology, and Institutions
Institutions for Promoting Development in the Twenty-First Century
Inequality in the United States
Globalization and Its Discontents Revisited: Anti-Globalization in the Era of Trump
The dark side of globalization
Top Economists Take On Today's Problems
This volume contains country experiences explained by policy makers and studies by leading experts on causes and consequences of
capital flows as well as policies to control these flows. It addresses portfolio flow issues central to open economies, especially
emerging markets.
A bold agenda for a better way to assess societal well-being, by three of the world’s leading economists and statisticians "If we want
to put people first, we have to know what matters to them, what improves their well-being, and how we can supply more of whatever
that is." —Joseph E. Stiglitz In 2009, a group of economists led by Nobel laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz, French economist Jean-Paul
Fitoussi, and Nobel laureate Amartya Sen issued a report challenging gross domestic product (GDP) as a measure of progress and
well-being. Published as Mismeasuring Our Lives by The New Press, the book sparked a global conversation about GDP and a major
movement among scholars, policy makers, and activists to change the way we measure our economies. Now, in Measuring What
Counts, Stiglitz, Fitoussi, and Martine Durand—summarizing the deliberations of a panel of experts on the measurement of economic
performance and social progress hosted at the OECD, the international organization incorporating the most economically advanced
countries—propose a new, “beyond GDP” agenda. This book provides an accessible overview of the last decade’s global movement,
sparked by the original critique of GDP, and proposes a new “dashboard” of metrics to assess a society’s health, including measures
of inequality and economic vulnerability, whether growth is environmentally sustainable, and how people feel about their lives.
Essential reading for our time, it also serves as a guide for policy makers and others on how to use these new tools to fundamentally
change the way we measure our lives—and to plot a radically new path forward.
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It’s time to rewrite the rules—to curb the runaway flow of wealth to the top one percent, to restore security and opportunity for the
middle class, and to foster stronger growth rooted in broadly shared prosperity. Inequality is a choice. The United States bills itself as
the land of opportunity, a place where anyone can achieve success and a better life through hard work and determination. But the
facts tell a different story—the U.S. today lags behind most other developed nations in measures of inequality and economic mobility.
For decades, wages have stagnated for the majority of workers while economic gains have disproportionately gone to the top one
percent. Education, housing, and health care—essential ingredients for individual success—are growing ever more expensive. Deeply
rooted structural discrimination continues to hold down women and people of color, and more than one-fifth of all American children
now live in poverty. These trends are on track to become even worse in the future. Some economists claim that today’s bleak
conditions are inevitable consequences of market outcomes, globalization, and technological progress. If we want greater equality,
they argue, we have to sacrifice growth. This is simply not true. American inequality is the result of misguided structural rules that
actually constrict economic growth. We have stripped away worker protections and family support systems, created a tax system that
rewards short-term gains over long-term investment, offered a de facto public safety net to too-big-to-fail financial institutions, and
chosen monetary and fiscal policies that promote wealth over full employment.
"Palast is astonishing, he gets the real evidence no one else has the guts to dig up." Vincent Bugliosi, author of None Dare Call it
Treason and Helter Skelter Award-winning investigative journalist Greg Palast digs deep to unearth the ugly facts that few reporters
working anywhere in the world today have the courage or ability to cover. From East Timor to Waco, he has exposed some of the most
egregious cases of political corruption, corporate fraud, and financial manipulation in the US and abroad. His uncanny investigative
skills as well as his no-holds-barred style have made him an anathema among magnates on four continents and a living legend among
his colleagues and his devoted readership. This exciting collection, now revised and updated, brings together some of Palast's most
powerful writing of the past decade. Included here are his celebrated Washington Post exposé on Jeb Bush and Katherine Harris's
stealing of the presidential election in Florida, and recent stories on George W. Bush's payoffs to corporate cronies, the payola behind
Hillary Clinton, and the faux energy crisis. Also included in this volume are new and previously unpublished material, television
transcripts, photographs, and letters.
Global Social Justice
The World Is Flat [Further Updated and Expanded; Release 3.0]
A Reader
The Stability of Trade Policy and Multilateral Agreements
Ideology, Crises, Policy
The Roaring Nineties
The Next Great Globalization

Like a giant oil tanker, the world is slowly turning. The rapid growth of economies in
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Asia and the global South has led to a momentous shift in the world order, leaving much
of the traditional literature on globalization behind. Multipolar Globalization: Emerging
Economies and Development is the perfect guide to these ongoing 21st-century
transformations, combining engaging and wide-ranging coverage with cutting-edge analysis.
The rise of China and other emerging economies has led to the emergence of a new
geography of trade, new economic and political combinations, new financial actors,
investors and donors, and weaker American hegemony. This interdisciplinary volume
combines development studies, global political economy, sociology, and cultural studies
to ask what this growth means for domestic and global inequality and examines the role of
multipolarity in the reshaping of globalization. Renowned globalization scholar Jan
Nederveen Pieterse deftly guides the reader through the development of globalization in
the West and the East, explaining key topics such as the 2008 crash, trends in
inequality, the changing fortunes of the BRICs, and the role of governance and democracy.
Accessible and insightful, this book will be an essential guide for both students in the
social sciences and for professionals and scholars seeking a fresh perspective.
Joseph Stiglitz is one of the world’s greatest economists. He has made fundamental
contributions to economic theory in areas such as inequality, the implications of
imperfect and asymmetric information, and competition, and he has been a major figure in
policy making, a leading public intellectual, and a remarkably influential teacher and
mentor. This collection of essays influenced by Stiglitz’s work celebrates his career as
a scholar and teacher and his aspiration to put economic knowledge in the service of
creating a fairer world. Toward a Just Society brings together a range of essays whose
breadth reflects how Stiglitz has shaped modern economics. The contributions to this
volume, all penned by high-profile authors who have been guided by or collaborated with
Stiglitz over the last five decades, span microeconomics, macroeconomics, inequality,
development, law and economics, and public policy. Touching on many of the central
debates and discoveries of the field and providing insights on the directions that
academic economics could take in the future, Toward a Just Society is an extraordinary
celebration of the many paths Stiglitz has opened for economics, politics, and public
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life.
Some have suggested that the turmoil in the eurozone "proves" the deficiencies in the
welfare state. This book argues that the superior performance of the Scandinavian
countries arises from their superior systems of social protection, which allow their
citizens to undertake greater risk and more actively participate in globalization. Others
suggest that we can address terrorism or transnational crimes through the strengthening
of borders or long distance wars. This book develops the proposition that such approaches
have the opposite effect and that only through spreading the kind of human security
experienced in well-ordered societies can these dangers be managed. This book also
examines how these global changes play out not only in the relations among countries and
the management of globalization but at every level of our society-"No word has evoked as much passion in recent times as the word 'globalization,' which
carries an array of meanings among different people and disciplines. But the fact is that
globalization is an historical process that has connected the world and influenced it,
for better or worse, in every aspect of life. A World Connected: Globalization in the
21st Century is a collection of more than 100 thought-provoking essays by renowned
scholars, journalists and leading policymakers published over the past decade by the
flagship publication of the Yale Center for the Study of Globalization, YaleGlobal
Online. The essays are grouped by chapters on Global Economy and Trade, Security,
Diplomacy, Society, Culture, Health and Environment, Demography and Immigration, AntiGlobalization, Innovation and Global Governance and offer insights about globalization
trends for the future. The volume contains a general introduction by the editors and a
preface by Yale University President Richard C. Levin"--Provided by publisher.
The Great Divide
Winners Take All
Global Inequality
Contemporary and Foundational Readings in Race, Class, and Gender
Progressive Capitalism for an Age of Discontent
A Story of Anarchy, Music, The Wall, and the Birth of the New Berlin
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Capital Account Management in an Era of Globalization
Winner of the Bruno Kreisky Prize, Karl Renner Institut A Financial Times Best Economics Book of the
Year An Economist Best Book of the Year A Livemint Best Book of the Year One of the world’s leading
economists of inequality, Branko Milanovic presents a bold new account of the dynamics that drive
inequality on a global scale. Drawing on vast data sets and cutting-edge research, he explains the
benign and malign forces that make inequality rise and fall within and among nations. He also reveals
who has been helped the most by globalization, who has been held back, and what policies might tilt the
balance toward economic justice. “The data [Milanovic] provides offer a clearer picture of great
economic puzzles, and his bold theorizing chips away at tired economic orthodoxies.” —The Economist
“Milanovic has written an outstanding book...Informative, wide-ranging, scholarly, imaginative and
commendably brief. As you would expect from one of the world’s leading experts on this topic, Milanovic
has added significantly to important recent works by Thomas Piketty, Anthony Atkinson and François
Bourguignon...Ever-rising inequality looks a highly unlikely combination with any genuine democracy. It
is to the credit of Milanovic’s book that it brings out these dangers so clearly, along with the important
global successes of the past few decades. —Martin Wolf, Financial Times
From Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz, Globalization and its Discontents is the bestselling exposé of the allpowerful organizations that control our lives. Joseph Stiglitz's landmark book lifted the lid on how
globalization was hurting those it was meant to help. Many of its predictions came true, and it became a
touchstone in the debate. This major new edition looks afresh at the continuing mismanagement of
globalization, and how it has led to our current political and economic discontents. Globalization can still
be a force for good, Stiglitz argues. But the balance of power has to change. Here he offers real, tough
solutions for the future. 'A massively important political as well as economic document ... we should
listen to him urgently' Will Hutton, Guardian 'Stiglitz is a rare breed, an heretical economist who has
ruffled the self-satisfied global establishment that once fed him. Globalization and its Discontents
declares war on the entire Washington financial and economic establishment' Ian Fraser, Sunday Herald
'Gripping ... this landmark book shows him to be a worthy successor to Keynes' Robin Blackburn,
Independent
For courses in Inequality, Social Stratification, and Social Problems. A thoughtful compilation of readings
on inequality in the United States. The main objective of this text is to introduce students to the subject
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of social stratification as it has developed in sociology. The central focus is on domestic inequality in the
United States with some attention to the broader international context. The primary goal of the text is
to offer an understanding of the history and context of debates about inequality, and a secondary goal
is to give some indication as to what issues are likely to arise in the future.
From Nobel Prize-winning economist and bestselling author Joseph Stiglitz, this account of the dangers
of free market fundamentalism reveals what has gone so wrong, but also shows us a way out. We all
have the sense that our economy tilts toward big business, but as Joseph E. Stiglitz explains in People,
Power and Profits, a few corporations have come to dominate entire sectors, contributing to
skyrocketing inequality and slow growth. This is how the financial industry has managed to write its own
regulations, tech companies have accumulated reams of personal data with little oversight, and
government has negotiated trade deals that fail to represent the best interests of workers. Too many
have made their wealth through exploitation of others rather than through wealth creation. If something
isn't done, new technologies may make matters worse, increasing inequality and unemployment. Stiglitz
identifies the true sources of wealth and increases in standards of living, based on learning, advances in
science and technology, and the rule of law. He shows that the assault on the judiciary, universities, and
the media undermines the very institutions that have long been the foundation of economic prosperity
and democracy. Helpless though we may feel today, we are far from powerless. In fact, the economic
solutions are often quite clear. We need to exploit the benefits of markets while taming their excesses,
making sure that markets work for people and not the other way around. If enough rally behind this
agenda for change, we can create a progressive capitalism that will recreate a shared prosperity. Stiglitz
shows how a decent middle-class life can once again be attainable by all.
Book Review: Globalization and Its Discontents by Joseph Stiglitz
The Elite Charade of Changing the World
Joseph Stiglitz and Twenty-First Century Economics
Protection without Protectionism and the Challenge of Global Governance
In Defense of Globalization
Globalization and Its Discontents
Globalization and Development
This new edition of Friedman's landmark book explains the flattening of the world better than ever- and takes a new
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measure of the effects of this change on each of us.
A revolution in economics, politics, and international affairs has been shaped by the new economics of information. For
the first time, we are able to look at our world through a lens illuminated by a much more precise understanding of how
economies work and how individuals, groups, and corporations react to them. All of the disciplines of the social sciences
are affected by this development but the greatest impact we can expect will be upon public policy-making. Joseph E.
Stiglitz and his fellow Nobel Prize-winners have demonstrated, with the precision and force of logic, reason, and
mathematics, that the folklore of what has been regarded as 'political economy' for the past two hundred and thirty years
has misled us with ideological and mystical but useless ideas such as 'free enterprise' and the immutability of market
'givens.' Houseman describes and demonstrates the new resonance, liveliness, and optimism which characterize the
economics of information, calling upon his own experience with 'Third World' issues and problems. He also looks at this
new (but often ignored) economics as a challenge to the existing literature of the social sciences and to the practices and
assumptions of policy-makers, interest groups such as environmentalists, labor, and multinational corporations, 'think
tanks,' international organizations such as the IMF and World Bank, and political activists. Effectively arguing that the
changed universe of economics requires any of us concerned with world affairs to re-think and adjust our assumptions,
Houseman provides us with the necessary insight to apply this new paradigm to real-world problems.
In the passionate debate that currently rages over globalization, critics have been heard blaming it for a host of ills
afflicting poorer nations, everything from child labor to environmental degradation and cultural homogenization. Now
Jagdish Bhagwati, the internationally renowned economist, takes on the critics, revealing that globalization, when
properly governed, is in fact the most powerful force for social good in the world today. Drawing on his unparalleled
knowledge of international and development economics, Bhagwati explains why the "gotcha" examples of the critics are
often not as compelling as they seem. With the wit and wisdom for which he is renowned, Bhagwati convincingly shows
that globalization is part of the solution, not part of the problem. This edition features a new afterword by the author, in
which he counters recent writings by prominent journalist Thomas Friedman and the Nobel Laureate economist Paul
Samuelson and argues that current anxieties about the economic implications of globalization are just as unfounded as
were the concerns about its social effects.
Many prominent critics regard the international financial system as the dark side of globalization, threatening
disadvantaged nations near and far. But in The Next Great Globalization, eminent economist Frederic Mishkin argues the
opposite: that financial globalization today is essential for poor nations to become rich. Mishkin argues that an effectively
managed financial globalization promises benefits on the scale of the hugely successful trade and information
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globalizations of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This financial revolution can lift developing nations out of squalor
and increase the wealth and stability of emerging and industrialized nations alike. By presenting an unprecedented
picture of the potential benefits of financial globalization, and by showing in clear and hard-headed terms how these
gains can be realized, Mishkin provides a hopeful vision of the next phase of globalization. Mishkin draws on historical
examples to caution that mismanagement of financial globalization, often aided and abetted by rich elites, can wreak
havoc in developing countries, but he uses these examples to demonstrate how better policies can help poor nations to
open up their economies to the benefits of global investment. According to Mishkin, the international community must
provide incentives for developing countries to establish effective property rights, banking regulations, accounting
practices, and corporate governance--the institutions necessary to attract and manage global investment. And the West
must be a partner in integrating the financial systems of rich and poor countries--to the benefit of both. The Next Great
Globalization makes the case that finance will be a driving force in the twenty-first-century economy, and demonstrates
how this force can and should be shaped to the benefit of all, especially the disadvantaged nations most in need of
growth and prosperity.
The Best Democracy Money Can Buy
The Economists’ Voice
Toward a Just Society
Joseph Stiglitz and the World Bank
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